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William Penn (1644-1718) founded Pennysylvania in 1682 and governed it with permission from the British crown. He left Pennsylvania in
1701 and returned to England. His son, Thomas (1701/2-1775), came to Pennsylvania in 1732. Thomas' nephew, John Penn (1729-1795)
arrived in 1734 and was appointed governor in 1763. Recounts the effects of the Revolution on the Penn family who had owned large
portions of the colony.
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the King of Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to serve the tyrant
who slaughtered her dear friend. But she has vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to destroy the king lie across the sea
Wendlyn. And Chaol, Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in
Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will Celaena find the strength not only to win her own battles, but to fight a war that
could pit her loyalties to her own people against those she has grown to love? This third novel in the THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from
global #1 bestselling author Sarah J. Maas, is packed with more heart-stopping action, devastating drama and swoonsome romance, and
introduces some fierce new heroines to love and hate.
Many were drawn to the Big Sky land of 1860s Montana, but the life awaiting them was difficult and dangerous.
From her own Big Sky home, Tracie Peterson paints a one-of-a-kind portrait of 1860s Montana and the strong, spirited men and women who
dared to call it home. This box set includes these bestselling titles: Land of My Heart, The Coming Storm, To Dream Anew and The Hope
Within.
Grasp God's Presence in Everyday Life Bestselling fiction author Tracie Peterson turns her storytelling talent to this enlightening devotional
that will open the eyes of your heart to God's ever-present love. Discover the Abundance of God's Eternal Presence Like a conversation with
a dear friend, these intimate devotions will help you feel a rare bond with Tracie. Using quiet moments from her own life, she reassures you
that God can and will be found in the details of life. From this simple, discovery she'll help lead you to a more vital, overflowing relationship
with Him.
Madysen Powell has always been a forgiving person, but when her supposedly dead father shows up in Nome, Alaska, her gift for
forgiveness is tested. With the recent loss of her mother, she searches for answers, leaning on Granny Beaufort, a neighbor in town, who
listens with a kind heart. Still, Madysen is restless and dreams of performing her music around the world. The arrival of a traveling show could
prove just the chance she needs, and the manager promises more than she ever dreamed. Daniel Beaufort arrives in Nome, searching for his
own answers after the gold rush leaves him with only empty pockets. Still angry about the death of his loved ones, he longs to start fresh but
doesn't have high hopes until he ends up helping at the Powell dairy making cheese. Drawn to the beautiful redhead with big dreams, will
deceptions from the past tear apart any hope for the future?
Romance blossoms in this historical tale set in a quaint English village, now with an updated look. Gresham Chronicles book 2.
In a world beyond time, the Palindrake family rules the rocky kingdom of Caradore, their right ordained by their allegiance to the power of the
sea. But war came to them, and defeat at the hands of the king of Fire. For generations the Palindrake Lords served the god of Fire. But now,
five lifetimes later, the Palindrake heir, Vlraven V, has a twin sister, a woman who embodies their inheritance of power in a way that no wife
ever could. The tidal power in their blood draws them to each other, into a forbidden passion that cold sweep away the bonds of fire placed
upon the oceanic magic of the sea, and free Caradore from its long imprisonment. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
When James Baldwin takes a new position with the B&O Railroad, he and Carolina decide to move their growing family
from Baltimore to a small rural town in the Allegheny Mountains. Carolina's stepdaughter, Victoria, becomes enthralled
with handsome Kiernan, an Irish railroad worker. But will the upper-class Baldwins even consider him as a suitor for their
daughter? And when tensions rise among the workers, can James stop a destructive plan before it's too late?
Avalina Jones is the Last Heir of the infamous pirate Davy Jones. But she has never heard of Sea Magic, flying dinghies,
phantom islands, or creatures called Half Ones. And she has never understood why she can breathe underwater or why
water follows her around. When a beautiful woman arrives in a swirling waterspout, Avalina's life explodes with more
adventures than she could possibly imagine. She takes her place aboard a giant pirate schoolship teeming with heirs of
the most nefarious pirates in history. Avalina soon realizes bizarre and danger are normal aboard a pirate heir schoolship-
food fights back, school supplies giggle or explode in your face, and not everyone can be trusted. When Avalina is
accused of a terrible crime, she must prove her innocence or risk being banished from the schoolship forever-and this in
the middle of a crucial Treasure Hunt!Avalina unlocks the secrets of the ship and makes a dangerous discovery that
threatens everyone aboard. Can Avalina and her new friends uncover the truth before the ship gives up her terrifying
secrets?
For the first time in print, Wonder Heart Books is proud to present Heirs of Fate, a paperback novella bindup by Amara
Luciano. Enter the dark fantasy world of Gods' Fate.
“These Feathered Flames is a stunning debut as dark, lush, and captivating as the best fairy tales.”—Nina Varela, author
of the Crier's War duology When twin heirs are born in Tourin, their fates are decided at a young age. While Izaveta
remained at court to learn the skills she’d need as the future queen, Asya was taken away to train with her aunt, the
mysterious Firebird, who ensured magic remained balanced in the realm. But before Asya’s training is completed, the
ancient power blooms inside her, which can mean only one thing: the queen is dead, and a new ruler must be crowned.
As the princesses come to understand everything their roles entail, they’ll discover who they can trust, who they can
love—and who killed their mother. Books in the These Feathered Flames duology: These Feathered Flames This Cursed
Crown
A CURSE. Lilae escaped slavery, only to find herself still bound to both of her capturers. With their hold on her, she risks
slipping into a void that can destroy her and her bond with the man she has grown to care for. A PLAGUE. While Liam's
home is ravaged by a devastating illness, he struggles with the urge to return and help them, or move forward in saving
the world. THE LAST DRAGON. The boy king, Wilem finds himself uprooted from the first place he's felt safe since his
kingdom was destroyed. An epic journey across the realm pits him, their fairy guides, and his best friend against ruthless
Shadow Elves. His only weapon: a dragon. While an instant connection sparks between Lilae and Liam, their fragile
alliance is threatened by the brewing war on Ellowen as a fallen god sets into motion a series of attacks...and summons
an ally more powerful than any of the gods of their world. Lilae and Liam were born to be strong. But, even the power of
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their love may not be enough to save them in this epic adventure novel.
In the next chapter of a fantasy series featuring five unforgettable sisters—the warrior, the magician, the lover, the zealot,
and the gossip—an insidious threat jeopardizes a fragile peace. Four years have passed since the five royal
sisters—daughters of the king—worked together to restore their father to health and to the throne while fracturing the bonds
among themselves almost irreparably. Only Bluebell remains at home, dutifully serving as heir to her father’s kingdom.
Rose has been cast aside by her former husband and hides in exile with her aunt, separated forever from her beloved
daughter, Rowan. Ash wanders the distant wastes with her teacher, learning magic and hunting dragons, determined that
the dread fate she has foreseen for herself and her loved ones never comes to pass. Ivy rules over a prosperous seaport,
married to an aged husband she hates yet finding delight in her two young sons and a handsome captain of the guard.
And as for Willow, she hides the most dangerous secret of all—one that could destroy all that the sisters once sought to
save. The saga begins in . . . DAUGHTERS OF THE STORM “Five stubborn royal sisters continue to pursue their
intersecting and often conflicting destinies in this follow-up to the Viking-inspired epic fantasy Daughters of the Storm. . . .
The story gathers more depth and originality in this solidly action-packed middle volume, with the promise of more plot
development—and probably a hefty dose of tragedy—to come.”—Kirkus Reviews
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about
God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in
various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual
life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
Deborah Vandermark plans to assist her family's logging business now that she's completed college, but when she
meets Dr. Christopher Clayton, Deborah realizes she has a greater interest in medicine and science than the
bookkeeping she was trained in. Simultaneous.
From New York Times bestselling historian H. W. Brands comes the riveting story of how, in nineteenth-century America, a new set of
political giants battled to complete the unfinished work of the Founding Fathers and decide the future of our democracy In the early 1800s,
three young men strode onto the national stage, elected to Congress at a moment when the Founding Fathers were beginning to retire to
their farms. Daniel Webster of Massachusetts, a champion orator known for his eloquence, spoke for the North and its business class. Henry
Clay of Kentucky, as dashing as he was ambitious, embodied the hopes of the rising West. South Carolina's John Calhoun, with piercing
eyes and an even more piercing intellect, defended the South and slavery. Together these heirs of Washington, Jefferson and Adams took
the country to war, battled one another for the presidency and set themselves the task of finishing the work the Founders had left undone.
Their rise was marked by dramatic duels, fierce debates, scandal and political betrayal. Yet each in his own way sought to remedy the two
glaring flaws in the Constitution- its refusal to specify where authority ultimately rested, with the states or the nation, and its unwillingness to
address the essential incompatibility of republicanism and slavery. They wrestled with these issues for four decades, arguing bitterly and
hammering out political compromises that held the Union together, but only just. Then, in 1850, when California moved to join the Union as a
free state, "the immortal trio" had one last chance to save the country from the real risk of civil war. But, by that point, they had never been
further apart. Thrillingly and authoritatively, H. W. Brands narrates an epic American rivalry and the little-known drama of the dangerous early
years of our democracy.
The Yellow Brick Road hungers. . . The world has completely lost its mind. Not only is Briella Mae trying to pick up the pieces of her life, but
she suddenly finds herself falling into some sort of nightmare named Oz while hanging out at Bullfrog Creek. She only wanted a new start. . .
she didn’t realize she’d literally have to start anew. Gillikin City seemed like the safest place to go in Oz but Briella Mae soon learns why
everyone fears the fluorescent metropolis. The Tin Man rules Gillikin with an iron axe, and he doesn’t take kindly to newcomers, especially
when they look him in the eyes without fear. But Briella Mae has seen the devil, and the Tin Man ain’t him. With worlds merging, chaos
reigning, and true villains breaking loose, Briella finds herself with no option but to team up with the heartless Tin Man. Will she survive the
coming storm without adding her heart to his collection? If only the Tin Man had a heart of his own. . . If you like Sarah J Maas, Gena
Showalter, J.R. Ward, Laura Thalassa, or Jennifer L. Armentrout, you won’t be able to put down this highly addictive twisted fairy tale.
In the second pulse-pounding novel in the USA Today bestselling Heirs of Chicagoland series, vampire Elisa Sullivan gets drawn into the
shifting sands of Pack politics. Vampires were made, not born—until Elisa Sullivan came along. As the only vampire child in existence, she
grew up with a heavy legacy, and tried to flee her past. Then circumstances drew her back to Chicago, and she stayed to keep it safe. With
shifter Connor Keene, the only son of Pack Apex Gabriel Keene, at her side, she faced down a supernatural evil that threatened to destroy
Chicago forever. After the dust from the attack has settled, Elisa is surprised when Connor invites her to a usually private Pack event in the
north woods of Minnesota, and by the warm welcome she receives from some of Connor’s family, even though she's a vampire. But the
peace doesn't last. The shifters tell tales of a monster in the woods, and when the celebration is marred by death, Elisa and Connor find
themselves in the middle of a struggle for control that forces Elisa to face her true self—fangs and all.
For fans of Maggie Stiefvater and Laini Taylor, a perfect storm lies ahead in this riveting fantasy duology opener from award-winning author
Elle Cosimano. One cold, crisp night, Jack Sommers was faced with a choice—live forever according to the ancient, magical rules of Gaia, or
die. Jack chose to live, and in exchange, he became a Winter—an immortal physical embodiment of the season on Earth. Every year, he must
hunt the Season who comes before him. Summer kills Spring. Autumn kills Summer. Winter kills Autumn. And Spring kills Winter. Jack and
Fleur, a Winter and a Spring, fall for each other against all odds. To be together, they’ll have to escape the cycle that’s been forcing them
apart. But their creator won’t let them go without a fight.
The Coming Storm (Heirs of Montana Book #2)Bethany House
“ENTERTAINING AND INTELLIGENT . . . This book is pure class all the way. . . . The final page is a great climax.” –Starburst The Republic
is decaying, even under the leadership of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, who was elected to save the galaxy from collapsing under the
forces of discontent. On the tiny but strategic planet of Ansion, a powerful faction is on the verge of joining the growing secessionist
movement. At the Chancellor’s request, the Jedi Council sends two Jedi Knights, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luminara Unduli, along with their
Padawans Anakin Skywalker and Barriss Offee, to stabilize the planet’s population. To succeed, the Jedi will have to fulfill near-impossible
tasks, befriend wary strangers, and influence two great armies, stalked all the while by an enemy sworn to see the negotiations collapse and
the mission fail. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
The Heirs of Montana series continues with the story of Dianne Chadwick and her family in pioneer Montana.
"The Barringer family is happy in the Alaskan Territory. Confronted by an old flame, Leah realizes her feelings never went away and she is
whisked away on an unforgettable journey"--Provided by publisher.
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A sweeping historical romance about a witch who foresees her own murder--and the one boy who can help change her future. Sixteen-year-
old Avery Roe wants only to take her rightful place as the witch of Prince Island, making the charms that keep the island's whalers safe at
sea, but her mother has forced her into a magic-free world of proper manners and respectability. When Avery dreams she's to be murdered,
she knows time is running out to unlock her magic and save herself. Avery finds an unexpected ally in a tattooed harpoon boy named Tane--a
sailor with magic of his own, who moves Avery in ways she never expected. Becoming a witch might stop her murder and save her island
from ruin, but Avery discovers her magic requires a sacrifice she never prepared for.
As an empire dies, three warriors will rise. They will have to ride the storm or drown in its blood. "An exciting new author in fantasy." —Mark
Lawrence, author of Red Sister Seventeen years after rebels stormed the streets, factions divide Kisia. Only the firm hand of the god-emperor
holds the empire together. But when an unexpected betrayal destroys a tense alliance with neighboring Chiltae, all that has been won comes
crashing down. In Kisia, Princess Miko Ts'ai is a prisoner in her own castle. She dreams of claiming her empire, but the path to power could
rip it, and her family, asunder. In Chiltae, assassin Cassandra Marius is plagued by the voices of the dead. Desperate, she accepts a contract
that promises to reward her with a cure if she helps an empire fall. And on the border between nations, Captain Rah e'Torin and his warriors
are exiles forced to fight in a foreign war or die. War built the Kisian Empire. War will tear it down. We Ride the Storm is the epic launch of a
bold and brutal fantasy series, perfect for readers of Mark Lawrence, John Gwynne, and Brian Staveley. Praise for The Reborn Empire:
"Imaginative world building, a pace that builds perfectly to a heart-pounding finale and captivating characters. Highly recommended." —John
Gwynne, author of The Faithful and the Fallen "A complex tale of war, politics, and lust for power." —The Guardian The Reborn Empire We
Ride the Storm We Lie with Death For more from Devin Madson, check out: The Vengeance Trilogy The Blood of Whisperers The Gods of
Vice The Grave at Storm's End
All She Ever Wanted is the emotion-packed story of three generations of women: Kathleen, her mother, Eleanor, and her grandmother,
Fiona. Each woman left home to escape her family's past and to start a new life. Kathleen has been estranged from her family for 35 years,
and she is torn between the need to forgive and the urge to forget. Hoping to find answers that will patch the wounds of her tattered heart and
salvage her relationship with her daughter, Kathleen embarks on a journey into her family's mysterious past.
The future should be bright for Deborah Vandermark, who is now pursuing her interest in medicine alongside Dr. Christopher Clayton, who is
courting her. But the lumber town is resistant to the idea of a woman physician, and she feels thwarted at every turn. A more devastating blow
occurs, however, when Christopher breaks off their relationship to return home to his troubled family. Despite her own love life going awry,
Deborah is still intent to be a matchmaker for both her widowed mother and her brother, who has caught the eye of the spit-fire daughter of
the local pastor. But what will Deborah do when faced with the truth about Christopher's family? Is there hope for the two of them...or will
Jake Wyeth's attentions finally catch Deborah's eye instead?
Trapped together by a holiday blizzard, a rancher and his rival give in to the heat…in this Gold Valley Vineyards novel by New York Times
bestselling author Maisey Yates. All he wants for Christmas is the one woman he can’t touch… Rancher Jericho Smith has known Honey
Cooper since they were kids—and she’s always been under his skin in ways he doesn’t want to acknowledge. She’s his best friend's
sister…and there’s the not-so-small matter of the inheritance he bought out from under her. Keeping his hands to himself is the smart thing to
do. But then a snowstorm traps them in a rustic mountain retreat with nothing but a fire and each other to keep warm. Now the storm inside
has only just begun! From Harlequin Desire: A luxurious world of bold encounters and sizzling chemistry. Love triumphs in these uplifting
romances, part of the Gold Valley Vineyards series: Book 1: Rancher's Wild Secret Book 2: Claiming the Rancher's Heir Book 3: The
Rancher's Wager Book 4: Rancher's Christmas Storm
Bestselling author Tracie Peterson continues her saga of life and love in the rugged Alaskan Territory with the second volume of the
ALASKAN QUEST series. When Pinkerton agent Helaina Beecham's obsession with capturing a dangerous fugitive dulls her judgment, she
is kidnapped and carried off into the wilderness just as an early winter is approaching. Now her only hope is that Jacob Barringer--the man
who has captured her heart--will find her before it is too late. (Alaskan Quest Book 2)
Romantic adventure from a best-selling author, set in turn-of-the century Philadelphia; can love grow in the presence of danger?
“The realization hits: We’re not going to win. It’s why I couldn’t defeat Draewulf in Bron—because this power was never mine anyway. I drop
my arms and let the energy die off. And turn around to Face Eogan." After a fierce battle with Draewulf, Nym barely escaped with her life.
Now, fleeing the scorched landscape of Tulla, her storm-summoning abilities are returning; only . . . the dark power is still inside her. Broken
and bloodied, Nym needs time to recover, but when the full scope of the shapeshifter’s horrific plot is revealed, the strong-willed Elemental
must race across the Hidden Lands and warn the other kingdoms before Draewulf’s final attack. From the crystalline palaces of Cashlin to
the legendary Valley of Origin, Nym scrambles to gather an army. But even if she can, will she be able to uncover the secret to defeating
Draewulf that has eluded her people for generations? With a legion of monsters approaching, and the Hidden Lands standing on the brink of
destruction, the stage is set for a battle that will decide the fate of the world. This time, will the Siren’s Song have the power to save it?
“Storm Siren is a riveting tale from start to finish. Between the simmering romance, the rich and inventive fantasy world, and one seriously
jaw-dropping finale, readers will clamor for the next book—and I’ll be at the front of the line!” —MARISSA MEYER, New York Times bestselling
author of the Lunar Chronicles
The first book in an epic new series about a princess hiding a dark secret and the con man she must trust to clear her name for
her father's murder. In the Cyrilian Empire, Affinites are reviled. Their varied gifts to control the world around them are
unnatural—dangerous. And Anastacya Mikhailov, the crown princess, has a terrifying secret. Her deadly Affinity to blood is her
curse and the reason she has lived her life hidden behind palace walls. When Ana's father, the emperor, is murdered, her world is
shattered. Framed as his killer, Ana must flee the palace to save her life. And to clear her name, she must find her father's
murderer on her own. But the Cyrilia beyond the palace walls is far different from the one she thought she knew. Corruption rules
the land, and a greater conspiracy is at work—one that threatens the very balance of her world. And there is only one person
corrupt enough to help Ana get to its core: Ramson Quicktongue. A cunning crime lord of the Cyrilian underworld, Ramson has
sinister plans—though he might have met his match in Ana. Because in this story, the princess might be the most dangerous player
of all. “Cinematic storytelling at its best.”—Adrienne Young, New York Times bestselling author of Sky in the Deep and The Girl the
Sea Gave Back “Zhao shines in the fast-paced and vivid combat scenes, which lend a cinematic quality that pulls readers
in.”—The New York Times Book Review “Zhao is a master writer who weaves a powerful tale of loyalty, honor, and courage
through a strong female protagonist. . . . Readers will love the fast-paced energy and plot twists in this adventure-packed
story.”—SLJ
Young Elizabeth O'Connor is the little sister John Brady always longed for. But she wants much more than that from her spiritual
mentor. As she blossoms into a beautiful young woman intent on loving John, he must push back the very real attraction he feels
for her. His past just won't let him go there. Unfortunately, Lizzie won't let him go anywhere else--until she discovers he is not all
that he seems. Can true love survive such revelations? Full of the romance and relationships Lessman readers have come to love,
A Passion Denied is the final book in the popular Daughters of Boston series.
Heirs of Montana book 3. Though the Diamond V ranch is nourishing and their own family growing, Dianne and Cole Selby find
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their hard-earned success threatened as a band of Indians on the warpath inch closer to the valley they call home. When a new
family settles in the area with ambitions to establish an empire in Montana, it quickly becomes apparent that they will stop at
nothing to uproot Dianne's family from the land they've nourished and come to love. Peterson's vivid writing enlivens this pioneer
saga of the Chadwicks and Selbys as they endure devastating losses and find unexpected joys.
Karen Pierce is devastated by a tragic loss, but must put aside her own grief to help two young adults find safety as they journey
north to the goldfields.
Tragedy may tear the Selby family apart in this riveting conclusion to Tracie Peterson's wonderful and bestselling Montana saga.
Heirs of Montana book 4.
Heirs of Montana book 2, the sequel to the bestselling Land of My Heart. With the love of her life missing in the Montana
wilderness, a young woman must manage a ranch on her own. 1870 Montana ranching proves to be a hard life for Dianne
Chadwick. Her &supl;ancé, Cole Selby, has yet to return from his journey east. Unbeknownst to her, he has been captured by
Indians, and Takes-Many-Horses, who also loves Dianne, must decide whether or not to let him live. When her uncle is attacked
by a grizzly, Dianne is left to care for his family and manage the ranch. Can she hold on to her faith and ride out the storm?
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, Words of Radiance, Book Two of the Stormlight Archive,
continues the immersive fantasy epic that The Way of Kings began. Expected by his enemies to die the miserable death of a
military slave, Kaladin survived to be given command of the royal bodyguards, a controversial first for a low-status "darkeyes."
Now he must protect the king and Dalinar from every common peril as well as the distinctly uncommon threat of the Assassin, all
while secretly struggling to master remarkable new powers that are somehow linked to his honorspren, Syl. The Assassin, Szeth,
is active again, murdering rulers all over the world of Roshar, using his baffling powers to thwart every bodyguard and elude all
pursuers. Among his prime targets is Highprince Dalinar, widely considered the power behind the Alethi throne. His leading role in
the war would seem reason enough, but the Assassin's master has much deeper motives. Brilliant but troubled Shallan strives
along a parallel path. Despite being broken in ways she refuses to acknowledge, she bears a terrible burden: to somehow prevent
the return of the legendary Voidbringers and the civilization-ending Desolation that will follow. The secrets she needs can be found
at the Shattered Plains, but just arriving there proves more difficult than she could have imagined. Meanwhile, at the heart of the
Shattered Plains, the Parshendi are making an epochal decision. Hard pressed by years of Alethi attacks, their numbers ever
shrinking, they are convinced by their war leader, Eshonai, to risk everything on a desperate gamble with the very supernatural
forces they once fled. The possible consequences for Parshendi and humans alike, indeed, for Roshar itself, are as dangerous as
they are incalculable. Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of
Radiance Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero of
Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded
Other Cosmere novels Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians The
Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books
by Brandon Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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